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 Gazers and Go Getters Corner features                                 
Christopher Louie Lu, exoplanet enthusiast!
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Q(5&6(2&(1](-2&,$$5&S(2475(3$;&,-&17S$&"8327;$&"8%&
"]5U&36(3&72&]6-&+"23&"S&36$&^"11-]"";&4"54$032&
675)$2&"5&36$&?4["5(1&$E01"%(3"%-&$5;$(#"%2&"S&
1""<75)&S"%&?5(1&S%"5[$%2&2846&75&36$&S(+$2&"S&F3(%&
Z%$<U&F3(%&:(3$U&(5;&X(\1$&F3(%&:(1(4[4(/&&
&
_5&36$&"52$3U&36$%$&6(2&,$$5&(&4"54$%3$;&757[([#$&3"&
3$%%%(S"%+&Q(%2/&&
&
X83&"5&36$&"832$3U&Y$01$%&F0(4$&Z$1$24"0$&S"%&+(5-&
-$(%2&2]$$02&36$&2<-&]736&754%$;7,1$&`+(22a;723(54$`&
;$3(71&"5&0"227,1$&01(5$3&36(3&]$&4(5&4(11&41"2$&3"&"8%&
"]5U&0$%6(02&2"+$3675)&]$&4(5&4"1"57D$&"54$&]$&
6(#$&%$(17D$;&753$%23$11(%&3%(#$1/&&
&
b$3&+"23&"S&A(%36c2&3]752&(%$5c3&7;$5[4(1U&"%&$#$5&
41"2$/&d736&41"2$&3"&eUIII&01(5$3&4(5;7;(3$2&85;$%&732&
6"";U&75418;75)&36"2$&(00%"E7+(3$1-&A(%36a27D$;&
01(5$32&(5;&36"2$&01(5$32&]73675&6(,73(,1$&D"5$&S%"+&
732&0(%$53&23(%U&]$&<5"]&36(3&(3&36$&#$%-&1$(23U&,-&
01(5$3(%-&27D$&(5;&;723(54$&%(["&3"&"8%&"]5U&]$&(%$&
5"3&(1"5$/&&
&
*5&S(43U&36$%$&(%$&(&23())$%75)&JB,7117"5&A(%36a27D$;&
01(5$32&V823&]73675&"8%&Q71<-&d(-&)(1(E-U&,83&73&3(<$2&
+"%$&36(5&36$&27D$&3"&41(227S-&(&01(5$3&(2&A(%36c2&1"5)&
1"23&3]75/&d$&+(-&6(#$&3(<$5&+(V"%&,%$(<36%"8)62&75&
3$%+2&"S&;724"#$%-&3$4657f8$2&,83&5"]6$%$&(%$&]$ 

41"2$&$5"8)6&3"&%$(17D$&"8%&81[+(3$&)"(19&3"&?5;&
(5"36$%&A(%36&36(3&4(5&6(%,"%&17S$&S"%+U&(3&1$(23&
36$&2(+$&46$+74(1&75)%$;7$532&(2&+846&(2&"8%&
"]5/&&
 
A#$5&7S&73&]$%$&36$&2(+$&(2&"8%2&2"+$&MII&
+7117"5&-$(%2&()"U&36(3&]"81;&,$&#7(,1$&$5"8)6&
S"%&(&%$2$(%46&S85;75)/&Z6$%$&(%$&(&01$36"%(&"S&
0"227,717[$2&36"8)6&36(3&17S$&4"81;&)%"]&"8327;$&
"8%&5"["5&"S&17S$&S"%+(["5&+";$12U&]6746&+(-&
,$&+"%$&4"++"5&36(3&36(3&]$&<5"]/&&
&
_8%&F85&72&(&:&!1(22&23(%U&(5;&]671$&]$&3675<&36(3&
73&72&(&4"++"5&27)63U&]$&(%$&(11&;$(;&]%"5)/&*5&
S(43U&36(3&41(22&72&LMg&6$(#7$%&36(5&+"23&"S&36$&
3-074(1&23(%2&"83&36$%$&]6746&(%$&Q&>](%S2U&36$&
+"23&4"++"5&3-0$U&(5;&(,"83&e&"83&"S&$#$%-&
S"8%&23(%&,$1"5)&3"&36$&Q&4(3$)"%-/&&
&
_8%&"4$(52&]711&,"71&(&,7117"5&-$(%2&S%"+&5"]U&,83&
Q&23(%2&,8%5&(3&(&&23(,1$&3$+0$%(38%$&S"%&3$52&"S&
3%7117"52&"S&-$(%2/&&
&
d6-&(%$&]$&2(-75)&(11&36$2$/&*3c2&,$4(82$&7S&]$&
3675<&(,"83&A(%36c2&3]75U&]$&26"81;&,$&3675<75)&
(,"83&F85c2&3]75&?%23U&(&23(%&36(3&72&%"8)61-&36$&
2(+$&3$+0$%(38%$U&20$43%(1&41(22&(5;&()$/&&
&
*3&3(<$2&[+$&S"%&17S$&3"&;$#$1"0&(5;&$#"1#$&753"&
+81[01$a4$11$;&"%)(572+2/&Z6(3&+$(52&]$&5$$;&
(&23(%&36(3&72&(12"&2$#$%(1&,7117"5&-$(%2&"1;/&X83&
]$&4(5c3&](73&S"%&3""&1"5)&,$4(82$&(2&23(%2&()$U&
36$&%$)7"5&"S&36$&4"%$&36(3&S82$2&^-;%")$5&753"&
^$178+&)%"]2&(5;&81[+(3$1-&20$]2&"h&6$(3&(5;&
%(72$&36$&3$+0$%(38%$&"S&(&01(5$3U&4(8275)&36$&
28%S(4$&](3$%&3"-&,"71&(5;&$5;75)&17S$&75&36$&
0%"4$22/&&
&
Z6$%$&(%$&HIIa.II&,7117"5&23(%2&75&"8%&)(1(E-&(5;&
B/Og&"S&36$+&(%$&:&41(22&23(%2/&&P823&JIg&"S&36$&
B/Og&S%"+&36$&3"3(1&23(%&0"081(["5&(%$&(1+"23 
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&
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27+71(%&3"&"8%&F85&]6746&3$46574(11-&,$1"5)&3"&36$&
:HN&23(%&"S&36$&:&!1(22&23(%&2-23$+/&C,"83&JIg&"S&
:HN&23(%2&6(#$&36$&2(+$&()$&(2&"8%&F85U&2"&36$&?)8%$&
<$$02&"5&3%(7175)&;"]5&3"&2&(&217++$%&#(18$/&G"3&"51-&
36(3U&(3&36$&HMg&"S&36$&23(%2&36(3&]$%$&S"%+$;&(,"83&
36$&2(+$&()$&(2&"8%&F85U&JMg&"S&36"2$&6(2&36$&2(+$&
+$3(117473-&(2&"8%&F85/& 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*5&3"3(1U&36(3&72&V823&(,"83&JJ+7117"5&23(%2&75&"8%&)(1(E-&
6(#$&36$&2(+$&41(22&(2&"8%&F85U&2(+$&(,85;(54$&"S&
36$&6$(#-&$1$+$532&(5;&2(+$&[+$&3"&S"%+&4"+01$E&
17S$/&X83&]$&6(#$5c3&%$(11-&3(<$&753"&4"527;$%(["5&
]6746&"S&36$&$1$+$532&(%$&S$]$%&(2&4"+0(%$;&3"&
"36$%2/&&
&
F"&"83&"S&36$&JJ+7117"5U&6"]&+(5-&4"81;&6(#$&
6(%,"%$;&cA(%36&3]75c&01(5$32/&i"%&"5$U&]$&5$$;&3"&
6(#$&36$&2(+$&%"4<-&01(5$3U&36$&2(+$&(+"853&"S&
](3$%&75&732&28%S(4$&(5;&36$&2(+$&;723(54$&%(["&S%"+&
732&0(%$53&23(%/&C11&"S&36$&36%$$&S(43"%2&]$%$&753$%a
%$1(3$;/&
&
Z6$&?%23&+(-&5"3&,$&(&46(11$5)$&(j$%&(11/&*S&36$&
4$53%(1&23(%&6(2&36$&%7)63&$1$+$53(1&(,85;(54$2U&36$&
01(5$32&73&S"%+$;&26"81;&6(#$&36$&2(+$&;$5273-&
%(;782&%$1(["52670&V823&17<$&"8%&F"1(%&F-23$+/&&
 
Z6$&0%",1$+&72U&Y$01$%&725c3&;$27)5$;&3"&$E3%(0"1(3$&
36$2$&3-0$2&"S&75S"%+(["5/&F"&"8%&,$23&$2[+(3$&72&
36(3U&.g&"S&36$&F85a17<$&23(%2&6(#$&36$&A(%36a27D$;&
01(5$32&75&36$&755$%&23(%&2-23$+U&(5;&(,"83&JIg&"S&
36"2$&]711&6(#$&27+71(%&1"4(["5&+846&(2&A(%36&3"&"8%&
F85/& 

*5&4(1481(,1$&675;27)63U&]$&(%$&;"]5&3"&.MUIII&
A(%36&3]752&]736&2(+$&()$U&2(+$&$1$+$53(1&
(,85;(54$&(5;&2(+$&"%,73(1&;723(54$&S%"+&732&
23(%/&&
&
X83&36$&58+,$%&;"$25c3&23"0&36$%$/&d$&5$$;&3"&
?5;&+"%$&36(5&36(3/&^"]&+(5-&"S&36"2$&A(%36&
3]752&6(#$&36$&2(+$&27)57?4(54$&"S&"4$(52&(5;&
4"5[5$532&17<$&"8%2/&^"]&+(5-&6(#$&36$&2(+$&
%(3$&"S&20$$;&"S&57)63&(5;&;(-&S"%&"%)(572+2&3"&
%$23&(5;&%$)(75&$5$%)-/&^"]&+(5-&6(#$&"E-)$5a
%746&(3+"206$%$/&^"]&+(5-&6(#$&+()5$[4(11-&
(4[#$&;-5(+"2&75&732&4"%$/&C5;&V823&6"]&+(5-&
"S&36$+&6(2&36$&2(+$&Q""5&27D$&17<$&"8%2/&&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Z"&4"5418;$U&1""<75)&S"%&A(%36&3]75&36(3&6(2&36$&
2(+$&A(%36&17S$&17<$&"8%2&72&17<$&1""<75)&S"%&(&
5$$;1$&75&(&4"2+74&6(-23(4</&&
&
@51$22&]$c%$&)%"221-&]%"5)&(,"83&"8%&;$?57["5&
"S&17S$&36(3&73c2&5"3&,(2$;&"5&36$&2(+$&$1$+$532&
(2&6"]&"8%2&S"%+$;U&36$5&+(-,$&]$&6(#$&3"&
%$#7273&(5;&%$3675<&"8%&-(%;2[4<&"S&6"]&01(5$32&
S"%+$;&(5;&6"]&17S$&$#"1#$2/& 

All images featured in the article are derived from 
stro.wsu.edu, oklo.org and sunearthday.nasa.gov. 



_8%&5"["5&"S&)"1;71"4<2&72&2"+$3675)&+"%$&
$E4$0["5(1&36(3&72&+"23&17<$1-&3"&"8%&17<75)2&(2&75&36$&
:"1;71"4<2&0(23%7$2&)7#$5&3"&"8%&41"2$&(<75/&'$%6(02&
3672&72&36$&2(+$&4"54$03&"S&)"1;71"4<2&75&36$&?$1;&"S&
(23%"5"+-U&73c2&$E4$0["5(1&75&36$&2$52$&36(3&7+01(532&
]73675&36$&D"5$&4"81;&6(#$&6(%,"%$;&17S$&S"%+2/&(5;&
36(3&36$&17<75)&"S&36$&4"5;7["5&72&%7)63&$5"8)6&S"%&36$&
"4$(52&3"&5$736$%&,"71&5"%&S%$$D$/&&
&
:"1;71"4<2&D"5$U&"%&72&247$5[?4(11-&3$%+$;&(2&
!7%48+23$11(%&^(,73(,1$&="5$k!^=l&72&36(3&%$)7"5&
(%"85;&(&23(%&]73675&]6746&01(5$3(%-&+(22&",V$432&
]736&28m47$53&(3+"206$%74&0%$228%$&4(5&2800"%3&
17f87;&](3$%&(3&36$7%&28%S(4$/&&
&
_5$&+7)63&]"5;$%&]6-&](3$%&72&(5&7+0"%3(53&
$1$+$53&75&"8%&f8$23/&d$11U&73&72&,$4(82$&](3$%&72&(5&
(+57"[4&n87;&S"%&17S$/&&
&
X83&V823&,$4(82$&(&01(5$3&72&0"3$5[(11-&6(,73(,1$&
;"$25c3&+$(5&73c2&756(,73$;/&Z6$&1$(;&(836"%&75&36$&
;724"#$%-&"S&36$&S(+"82&:17$2$&MoJ:U&(&01(5$3&36(3&72&
]73675&36$&)"1;71"4<2&D"5$U&f8"3$;9&
&
!"#$%#&'(#$#)*'+',*-(.#&'/#0'#"#1$&(#('#2+$3#'&4#'&#567#
84/-'9$++3.#,*:4&#(;4#<)*=<*(3#$&0#2/'24&-*(3#'>#+*>4#('#
?'</*-;#1;4/4:4/#*(#@$&.#"#1'<+0#-$3#(;$(#(;4#@;$&@4-#
'>#+*>4#'&#(;*-#2+$&4(#$/4#ABBC7#"#;$:4#$+%'-(#&'#0'<)(#
$)'<(#*(7D#

Z6$%$&(%$&2"&+(5-&3675)2&3"&3675<&(,"83&,$S"%$&
V8+075)&753"&(&4"541827#$&,(5;]()"5/&&&
&
i7%23&36$&:17$2$&72&"%,7[5)&(%"85;&(5&Q&41(22&
23(%U&"8%&F85&72&(&:&41(22&3-0$&]6746&72&%$1([#$1-&
(&%(%73-&]6$5&73&4"+$2&3"&23$11(%&3-0$2U&(5;&72&
,%7)63$%&(5;&+"%$&+(227#$&36(5&LMg&"S&(11&36$&
4"++"5&23(%2&"83&36$%$/&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
F$4"5;&6(2&2"+$3675)&3"&;"&]736&+(22/&A(%36&72&
36$&1(%)$23&"S&(11&%"4<-&01(5$32&75&"8%&F"1(%&
F-23$+/&G$E3&3"&"8%2&72&@%(582&]6746&72&6$(#7$%&
,-&(&S(43"%&"S&JM&(5;&72&(&17\1$&"#$%&;"8,1$&36(5&
"8%&01(5$3c2&;7(+$3$%/&&
&
G"&"5$&4"527;$%&36(3&)(2&01(5$32&(%$&#7(,1$&
4(5;7;(3$2&3"&2800"%3&&A(%36a17<$&17S$&3"&;$#$1"0/&
Z6(3&725c3&3"&2(-&36(3&17S$&]"81;5c3&n"8%726&,83&
36$&17S$&S"%+&75&(&)(2&01(5$3&]"81;&,$&$E3%$+$1-&
;7h$%$53&S%"+&36$&17S$&36(3&]$&<5"]&"SU&7S&$#$%&73&
;"$2&826$%&(&%7)63&+7E&"S&S"%+(["5U&]6746&72&36$&
58+,$%&"5$&f8$2["5/&
&
F"&]6(3&]$&]$&3-074(11-&4(11&F80$%&A(%362&+7)63&
(438(11-&,$&+757a@%(582$2&]736&(&+(22&36(3&72&
(,"83&S"8%&[+$2&36(3&"S&A(%36c2/&&
&
Z6$%$c2&(12"&(5"36$%&7228$&"S&6$(3&3%(52S$%/&_5&

2$-(3%$&4%567$*&
&

8"79/7"6:;&<",$&=$67-;;/>$9&
&

X-&P"65&W(-&!(,%$%(&



A(%36U&]$&6(#$&%$1([#$1-&](%+&;(-2&(5;&4""1&57)632&
(5;&36$&26"%3&;8%(["5&"S&$(46&06(2$&+$(52&36(3&36$&
57)63&27;$&"S&36$&01(5$3&;"$25c3&S%$$D$&2"17;&(5;&36$&
;(-&;"$25c3&,"71&(](-/&Z6$&23"%-&]"81;&6(#$&,$$5&
;7h$%$53&7S&36$&A(%36&72&[;(11-&1"4<$;&3"&36$&F85U&(2&
+846&(2&"8%&Q""5&72&[;(11-&1"4<$;&3"&82/&*S&36$&A(%36&
6(2&(&0$%+(5$53&57)63&(5;&;(-2&27;$U&36$5&"8%&5"["5&
"S&6"]&17S$&0%$0(%$;&]"81;&,$&75&f8$2["5/&&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
C5;&3672&+(<$2&:17$2$&MoJ:&(&S(%&4%-&S%"+&,$75)&(,1$&
3"&6"23&(5;&;$#$1"0&17S$&,$4(82$&73&6(2&(&0$%+(5$53&
;(-&(5;&57)63/&Z6(3&72&5"3&3"&2(-&73&4(5c3U&,83&36$&
0"227,7173-&72&3675U&(5;&"51-&(3&732&3675&%75)&"5&36$&
,"%;$%&"S&57)63&(5&;(-/&C3&,$23U&(&3674<$%&(3+"206$%$&
+(-&;"&(5&$E4$11$53&V",&75&3%(52S$%%75)&6$(3&S"%+&;(-&
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Last January 4 and 11, ALP staged two free 
public viewing sessions simultaneously at SM 
South Mall as well as Caltex Kalentong Station 
for the public to get a view of Jupiter as well as 
the Moon. 
 
January 4 in South Mall 
 
ALP PRO Gary Andreassen and Treasurer 
Andrew Ian Chan brought their telescopes at SM 
South Mall parking area to share the beauty of 
planet Jupiter at opposition and Moon. They held 
the event from 7:30-10:00pm with more than 
500+ people get a chance to peer through their 
telescopes at the 2 objects. Special thanks to SM 
South Mall marketing manager Eva for letting 
ALP share the beauty of the universe to the 
crowd. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A boy got to look at planet Jupiter through 
Gary's 8" Newtonian reflector 

A long queue of people eager to get a chance 
to look at Jupiter through both telescopes 

ALP PRO Gary Andreassen point a green laser 
at Jupiter to show its location in the sky 
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ALPer Arnel setup besides a nice SM South 
Mall Ad Promo for the event 

ALPer Louie aligns his telescope toward the 
planet Jupiter 

ALPers posed with SM South Mall Marketing 
Manager Eva and Staffs after a successful 
Jupiter Opposition Watch More than 100+ people queued that evening to 

view Jupiter up close and personal 

All images featured in the article are owned 
by Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

January 11 - South Mall 
 
For the second Saturday, ALP PRO Gary 
Andreassen and director Arnel Campos brought 
their telescopes at SM South Mall parking area to 
share the beauty of planet Jupiter and the Moon.  
They held the event from 7:00-10:00pm with 
more than 500+ people get a chance to peer 
through their telescopes at the two objects.  

January 4 - Caltex Kalentong 
 
Answering the call of fellow ALP Director Gary 
Andreassen along with Andrew Ian Chan, who 
gave a free public viewing at SM Southmall, ALP 
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu simultaneously 
set up his telescope at Caltex Gas Station along 
Gen. Kalentong Street to give a free public 

viewing of the planet Jupiter. He started the 
public viewing at 8 pm where people came in 
trickles of 2's and 3's at first, when suddenly, 
before he realized it, there was a long line of 
curious people waiting for their chance to see the 
largest planet in our Solar System. By 10:50pm, 
the crowd started to thin out and  he finally 
packed up his scope at around 11:15pm. An 
estimated crowd of about 80 - 100 people had 
chance to see Jupiter. 



Louie's daughter Frances finally got a chance to 
view both Jupiter and Saturn before the 
conclusion of the event that evening. 

Nice view of Jupiter! 
Kids and adults lined up to get a chance to view 
Jupiter and its Jovian satellites. All images featured in the article are owned 

by Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

January 11 - Caltex Kalentong 
 
In its second week for this month,  the 
Astronomical League Of The Philippines, Inc. has 
once again hosted a simultaneous Free Public 
Viewing of Jupiter + our nearest neighbor, the 
Moon. While fellow ALP Directors Gary 
Andreassen & Arnel Campos conduct a free 
public viewing at SM South Mall, ALP Secretary 
Christopher Louie Lu  set up his telescope at 
Caltex Kalentong Station. Viewing started at 8:00 
pm with Jupiter as their first target. At the time 
Jupiter was only showing 3 Galilean Moon 
namely Io, Europa and Callisto. Ganymede at the 
time was in transit over the Jovian face with its 
shadow projected on its surface. At around 9:00 
pm Ganymede started to emerge from Jupiter's 
south-western limb. He then swung the telescope 
and gave the public a view of the Moon at around 
9:30 pm. Assisting him that evening was his elder 
brother Anthony Watson T. Lu, using his Canon 
SX-50 digiSLR  that has a 1200mm lens and 
affixed on a sturdy tripod to gave the viewing 
public a view of the Moon. They estimated about 
150 - 180 people stopped and took a few 
moments of their time to look through their scope 
and cameras. They officially ended the session at 
11:00 pm. All in all, it was once again an 
awesome experience to share the universe with 
their neighbors. 

More than 180+ people get a chance to view 
both Jupiter and Moon that evening! 



Last February 16, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) held their NAW 
2014 opening activity via the 2014 Philippine 
Astronomy Convention at Manila Planetarium.  
Members who were present were ALP President 
James Kevin Ty, wife Charito and son Kendrick 
Cole KC Ty, VP Jett Aguilar, Treasurer and NAW 
Chairman Andrew Ian Chan & Iah Serna ; 
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu, Auditor Edgar 
Ang, directors Arnel Campos, John Ray Cabrera, 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Alberto Lao, Jan Karlo 
Hernandez, Jason Comia, Marlon Monzon, Per 
Edman, Manuel Goseco, Mark Ian Singson, 
Norman Marigza, Edge Lat, Justine Garcia, 
Aileen Rose Sasot, Ronald Sison, Marie Avenir, 
Planetarium curator Bel Pabunan and staff Nel 
Lagda, Liza Quitlong and numerous students 
from RTU Astro Society and Junior Philippine 
Physics Society (JPPS). 
 
NAW opening started at around 1:30pm with ALP 
NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan welcoming 
members and guests to the opening event.  The 
the Philippine National Anthem was played and 
proceeded by a prayer invocation by ALP director 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal. Afterwards, 
Planetarium curator Bel Pabunan and ALP 
President James Kevin Ty delivered their 
opening remarks. 
 
First lecturer was ALP Secretary Christopher 

Louie Lu who gave an interesting lecture on 
Exploration and Discovery of Exoplanets.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Extrasolar Planets are planets revolving 
around a star other than our Sun, also 
known as 'Exoplanets'. Giordano Bruno, a 
Catholic priest,  first came up with the  idea 
of exoplanets by stating 'that there are other 
Earth's revolving around other Suns.’ There 
are currently just over a thousand 
exoplanets discovered and there are about a 
thousands more waiting for confirmation. 
Planetary scientists and Astronomers 
already have a model and working 
knowledge of how solar systems form, 
namely our own. We have an ordinary  
middle-aged star with terrestrial or 'rocky' 
planets close to our star, gas giants, dwarf 
planets and then we have the comets, 
asteroids and other left-over materials from 
the formation of the solar system. But 
exoplanets seems to defy our  
understanding of solar system formation as 
there appears to be no consistency in their 
formation. 
 
Methods of Detection: 
1.) Direct Imaging - Mostly using Infra-Red 
sensitive detectors to find exoplanets that 
are relatively close to our Solar System. 
2.) Transit Method - Identifies the slight dips 
in a stars brightness caused when a planet 
passes in front of it. 
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3.) Radial Velocity - That detects the wobbles a 
planet induces in a stars motion. 
4.) Gravitational Microlensing - a lenslike effect in 
which light rays are bent when passing through 
the gravitational field of such massive objects as 
galaxies, black holes & exoplanets. 
  
Types of Exoplanets: 
 
Categorized by Temperature: 
1.) Cold - Exoplanets that are too far from its 
parent star.  (Water turns to ice.)   
2.) Warm - Exoplanets that are situated within the 
parent stars Habitable Zone. (Possible liquid 
water on planets surface.) 
3.) Hot - Exoplanets that are too close to its 
parent star. (Planets temperature is too hot for 
water.) 
 
Categorized by Size: 
1.) Jovian - Exoplanets equal to or greater than 1 
Jupiter mass. 
2.) Neptunian - Exoplanets with a mass between 
10 to 50 Earth masses. 
3.) Superterran - Exoplanets  with a mass 
between 2 to 10 Earth masses. 
4.) Terran - Exoplanets  with 1 to 2 Earth masses. 
5.) Sub-terran - Exoplanets  with a mass 
between .5 to 1 Earth mass. 
 
By combining these two categories we have a 
general idea what type of exoplanet it is. So far, 
we yet to find a exoplanetary system that looks 
like our own. Circumstellar Habitable Zone(CHZ) 
is the region around a star within which 
planetary-mass objects with sufficient 
atmospheric pressure can support liquid water at 
their surfaces. This is also known as the 
“Goldilocks Zone”. 
 
This was followed by ALPer Norman Marigza 
who presented his lecture entitled World Puzzle: 
Comparative Planetology. With the advent of 
satellite technology and as we continue to 
understand our own planet, we are able to 
understand other bodies in the solar system as 
well. Comparative planetology is a process of 
learning about the bodies in the solar system by 
comparing their properties and features from one 

another. By analyzing the features of solar 
system bodies, and comparing them with 
that of Earth, we can better understand the 
processes at work in them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then a 15 minute break to let members and 
guests have some snacks and drinks 
prepared by the organization. They also use 
this opportunity to have the traditional group 
shot taken at the entrance of Manila 
Planetarium. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Last but not the least is the lecture of ALP 
VP Jett Aguilar entitled Practical Solar 
Observation for the Amateur Astronomer.  
The Sun is an easily accessible 
astronomical object for amateur astronomers 
to observe and image all year round using 
small to medium-sized telescopes with 
proper solar filters. The Sun’s structure, 
layers (core, radiative zone, convection 
zone, photosphere, chromosphere, corona), 
granulations, sunspots and the solar cycle 
were introduced. The proper use of and the 
different types of solar filters for solar 
observation were presented including white 
light filters (e.g. mylar, glass, foil), solar 
projection, Herschel wedge, and narrow 
band filters (hydrogen alpha and calcium-K 



line). White light sunspot features including 
faculae and sunspot numbering, sunspot 
classification schemes (Zurich and McIntosh) as 
well as hydrogen alpha and Ca-K line solar 
features (plages, filaments, prominences, flares, 
super granulations) were also shown and 
discussed. 
 
After the conclusion of the ALP NAW Opening 
Activity, they proceeded to SM Mall of Asia By 
The Bay to conduct a free public stargazing 
session. 

ALPers and guests stand as the Philippine 
National Anthem was played. 

ALP President James Kevin Ty address his 
welcome remarks to welcome the start of the 
Philippine Astronomy Convention. 

Planetarium curator Bel Pabunan address her 
welcome remarks to welcome the start of the 
Philippine Astronomy Convention. 

ALP NAW 2014 Banner is displayed at the front of 
National Museum Planetarium. 

ALP Treasurer / NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan 



Last February 16, after the conclusion of the 
opening activity of the 2014 Philippine Astronomy 
Convention, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) proceeded to 
Rajah Sulayman Park to conduct a free solar and 
stargazing event. Members who were present 
were ALP President James Kevin Ty, wife Charito 
and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty, Secretary 
Christopher Louie Lu with wife Karren and 
daughter Frances, Auditor Edgar Ang, director 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Gary Andreassen with 
wife Irma Andreassen, Arnel Campos; Alberto 
Lao, Per Edman, Mark Ian Singson, Norman 
Marigza, Edge Lat, Justine Garcia, Ronald Sison 
with wife Adriel, children Adrian, Aleecia and 
Aldrin; Miguel Cajita with parents Trix and Mel 
Cajita;  Marlon Monzon, Marie Avenir, Jason 
Comia Planetarium staffs Nel Lagda, Liza 
Quitlong, Mary Ann Ramirez and Maximo 
Zabanal, Cutting Edge staffs and some students 
from RTU. 
 
They arrive at SM Mall of Asia By The Bay North 
Wing at around 4:30pm to conduct some public 
solar observation but the sky was partly cloudy 
but they were able to use the solar glasses 
donated by Charlie Bates Solar Astronomy 
Project as well as several telescopes to view the 
numerous large sunspot groups on the Sun.  As 
the Sun is setting near the horizon, the large 
sunspots were now visible to the naked eyes 
before it sets. 
 
After sunset, ALPers pointed their telescopes 
toward the planet Jupiter.  They also observe 
M42 Orion Nebula and Sirius while awaiting for 
the Gibbous Moon to rise pass 8:00pm.  More 
than 800+ people got the chance to observe the 
beauty of the universe through more than 11 
telescopes as shared by members of the 
Astronomical League of the Philippines! The 
public stargazing session ended at around 
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9:30pm and they posed for their traditional 
group pic before having a late dinner at 
Razons ! 
 
 

ALP President James Kevin Ty hands out free 
solar glasses courtesy of CBSAP to members , 
students and public during ALP Free Solar 
Viewing Session at SM Mall of Asia By The Bay! 

ALP director Peter Benedict Tubalinal also got a 
chance to view the Sun through Ha wavelength 
with the Coronado PST-Ha scope. 



ALP Secretary Christopher Louie Lu assists a 
foreigner to aim for a shot of the Sun during 
sunset. 

Spectators are awed by the brightness of planet 
Jupiter!!! 

The Solar Image through the CBSAP Solar 
Glasses are cool!!! 

ALP PRO Gary Andreassen pose beside his 
GSO 8" reflector on Orion SVP mount. 

ALP President James Kevin Ty and Kendrick Cole 
KC Ty wearing their CBSAP solar glasses posed 
beside James' Coronado PST-Ha solar scope. 

Group shot!!! 

All images 
featured in the 
article are 
owned by 
Astronomical 
League of the 
Philippines. 



And while we are not quite ready for something 
like Star Trek’s United Federation of Planets, the 
almost daily discovery of new planets has 
brought the number of known worlds to well over 
450.  
 
Some of these worlds exhibit characteristics that 
have scientists scratching their heads. Eccentric 
orbits, wild temperature extremes, multiple suns 
and super-Earths that could potentially harbor 
life, are just a few of the surprising finds by 
researchers. What will we see when we arrive at 
these planets? And when will that happen? 
 
 HD 188753 Ab 
 
Seen from one of its hypothetical moons, the gas 
giant HD 188753 Ab rises slowly above its three 
setting suns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is a rare example of an exoplanet found in a 
triple-star system. It’s discoverer, Dr. Maciej 
Konacki, referred to planets of this type as 
“Tatooine planets”, an homage to the Star 
Warscharacter Luke Skywalker’s home world. 
NASA reports that since the triple stars are tightly 
bunched together “... the sunsets on the planet 
— or on any moons that might exist around the 

planet — would be spectacular.” The very 
existence of this planet, however, is 
controversial. In 2007, a team of scientists, 
led by Anne Eggenberger, claimed that 
existing data does not support the existence 
of the planet, which was first reported in 
2005 by Dr. Konacki. Is the planet really 
there? We await further words from either 
side. 
 
Upsilon Andromedae b 
 
Spectacular and constantly changing cloud 
formations may be the norm on this turbulent 
gas giant. It”s suspected that one side of the 
planet is locked facing its sun (tidally 
locked), causing the planet”s atmosphere to 
become explosively superheated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As the roiling gases move toward the cool 
side of the planet, the gases sink and 
recirculate back to the hot side of the planet. 
The churning atmosphere may be in 
constant upheaval, the sound and fury never 
ending. Researchers at the Univ. of Texas at 
Austin McDonald Observatory reported that 
the planets in this binary star system have 
wildly offset orbital planes that might have 
been caused by its binary star partner 
Upsilon Andromedae B. Though the orbits of 
the binary pair are not known, if their orbits 
are eccentric, who knows what chaos this 
system might go through every eon or so. 
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light-years, it is doubtful that human eyes will 
ever see its pulsar sun illuminating the nighttime 
cloud tops of this gas giant. Glistening in the 
softly lit sky, a myriad of stars from the globular 
cluster Messier 4 rise and set. Methuselah’s 
binary star system and its proximity to a globular 
cluster may result in a tragic fate for this elder of 
planets. The system’s slow drift toward the core 
of the cluster may result in a close encounter with 
a nearby star. The outcome: Methuselah will 
likely be ejected from the system, doomed to 
wander alone in interstellar space. 
 
CoRot 7b 
 
Traveling near the speed of light, you will take 
close to 1,000 years to go to CoRot 7b and return 
home, that is, if your home is Earth. Perhaps is 
will be robotic explorers that first touch down on 
what may be a lava world.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With temperatures nearing 4,700 degrees F, 
the side of the planet that permanently faces 
its sun may be somewhat molten and 
difficult to explore. It has been likened to 
Dante’s Inferno and compared to the 
fictional planet Mustafar in Star Wars. Near 
the dark side of the planet, however, 
surprises may await. Melted ice and steam 
may exist near the transition to the dark 
side. 
 
Fomalhaut b 
 
Its ring systemis staggering, perhaps 10 
times larger than Saturn’s. There may be 
dozens of moons sweeping along inside its 
rings. This relatively young planet, 
approximately the size of Jupiter, sits at the 
inner edge of an enormous 
disk of gas and debris that surrounds the 
star Fomalhaut.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scientists, suspecting a planet might exist in 
that disk, pointed Hubble’s powerful lens in 
that direction. In 2008 the discovery was 
confirmed: Fomalhaut b appeared to be 
shaping the giant debris disk of its star. It is 
the first exoplanet to be imaged by visible 
light. 
 
Gliese 581 d 
 
The first visitors to Gliese 581 d may find it 
difficult to walk. With over 7 times the mass 
of our Earth, it is possible the surface gravity 
could be twice that of our planet. But it’s not 
the land that we want to explore here: this 
planet may be mostly water.  
 
And in that water may be life. This world is 
tidally locked to its star and is experiencing 



an atmospheric greenhouse effect. Yet the dark 
side of the planet is cold and possibly icy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In between these two extremes, in a transitional 
zone, may be a habitat that humans might 
colonize. In anticipation of that day, messages 
from Earth were transmitted from the DSS-43 
70m radio telescope in Canberra, Australia, in 
August 2009. The earliest possible response 
from the Gliese system would come in 2049. 
the Gliese system would come in 2049. 
 
GJ 1214 b 
 
Standing on what little land exists here, you 
watch a giant red dwarf sink slowly into the 
horizon of a hot ocean.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Waterspouts drop out of the sky, formed by a 
crushing atmosphere that won’t allow water to 
boil, even at 500 degrees Fahrenheit. You are on 
one of the smallest known exoplanets, GJ 1214b. 
On our own planet, life has been found in 
temperatures as high as 285 degrees F, so it 
should not be surprising if you notice moving 
shadows just beneath the surface of this super-
Earth water world. 

Want to have up to date exoplanet databse? 
Download the app at the iTunes or Google 
Play store.  

Exoplanet Explorer by Neil Budock 

Exoplanet for iPad and iPhone by Hanno Rein 

Disclaimer: Philippine Journal of Astronomy is 
neither connect to the following application 
developers nor to any of its affiliates. Featuring 
the application is purely for informational 
purposes only.  



Last February 22, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) held their NAW 
2014 closing activity via the 2014 Philippine 
Astronomy Convention at Manila Planetarium.  
Members who were present were ALP President 
James Kevin Ty, wife Charito and son Kendrick 
Cole KC Ty; VP Jett Aguilar, Treasurer and NAW 
Chairman Andrew Ian Chan and Iah Serna, 
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu, Auditor Edgar 
Ang, directors Arnel Campos, John Ray Cabrera, 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Christopher Go, Alberto 
Lao, Jason Comia, Per Edman, Manuel Goseco, 
Mark Ian Singson, Norman Marigza, Edge Lat, 
Justine Garcia,  Mike Enage, Ronald Sison, 
Miguel Cajita, Planetarium curator Bel Pabunan 
and staffs Nel Lagda, Liza Quitlong and 
numerous students from RTU. 
 
NAW opening started at around 1:30pm with ALP 
NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan welcoming 
members and guests to the closing event.  Then 
the Philippine National Anthem was played and 
proceeded by a prayer invocation by ALP director 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal.  
 
First lecturer was ALPer Christopher Go who 
gave an interesting lecture on Advance Imaging 
Processing: Planetary Imaging Techniques.  He 
started with providing some tips on the 
importance of seeing as well as high resolution 
monochrome imaging webcams and the 

combination of LRGB and special filters like 
Methane Band Filter which are the basics to 
get a successful planetary images.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He then later proceeded to showing how the 
acquired planetary AVis be processed by 
using Registax and AutoStakkert software. 
 
Then a 15 minute break to let members and 
guests have some snacks and drinks 
prepared by the organization. They also use 
this opportunity to have the traditional group 
shot taken at the entrance of Manila 
Planetarium. 
 
This was followed by film show entitled 
Starry Starry Night courtesy of Manila 
Planetarium was shown to the members and 
guests.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the trio tandem of RTU Astro students 
Val Gerald Garrido, Julie Anne Delda and 
Xyrene Angeles who presented their joint 
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lecture entitled Solar Flare and Sunspot Group 
Analysis of Solar Maxima for Solar Cycle 24. The 
following is a paper presentation from RTU's 
Solar Observation Program. The paper 
characterizes the solar maximum 2013 for the 
solar cycle 24 in terms of the analysis of X-ray 
solar flares and sunspot groupings. This study  
sunspot groups and corresponding flare rates for 
the year 2013 against historical flare rates and 
class frequencies from previous cycles. Testing 
statistical flare rates against the flare history for 
past solar cycles will help characterize the 
predicted weak solar maxima for solar cycle 24. 
The year 2013 corresponds to a period of 
increased solar activity brought about by the 
solar maxima. Flare rates over this period are 
compared to the statistical flare history to see if 
they match the frequency distribution and flare 
probability. This will also identify whether or not 
sunspot group associations and flare probability 
can be characterized over short periods within 
the cycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Last but not the least is the lecture of ALP 
director Peter Benedict Tubalinal who presented 
an interesting lecture entitled Messier Marathon.  
Messier-hunting has been one of the most 
celebrated events by astronomers worldwide.  It 
is considered as the most 
challenging test for observation, patience, and 
stamina for the astronomer.  
  
Mainly categorized by star clusters, nebulae, and 
galaxies that comprise the 106 messier objects, 
the other four messiers come from a milky way 
patch, a double star, and the two stellar satellites 
of the Andromeda galaxy that completes the 
messier list.   
  

Spotting all the messier objects can only be 
possible during the vernal equinox, where it 
will take the 12 hours of working through the 
night and so would it also require having the 
proper health to make it through the night.   
  
Because they vary in brightness and time, a 
good strategy is needed in order to 
successfully find them. One must have a 
sequenced plan. It lists the order of finding 
them primarily based on time. This comes 
with a good star chart which contains the 
location of the messier objects.  Any chart 
can be used, either local one, a star atlas, 
interactive (computerized) star chart 
software such as Starry Night, Sky Map, and 
others.  
 
Since the earth constantly rotates, the 
messiers will eventually set. Thus you need 
to prioritize the messier that needs to be 
located first before they disappear onto the 
horizon. Another thing to consider is the 
cloud condition. Time may occur when some 
of the messiers are obstructed by clouds, 
and waiting for them to come out in 
accordance to your planned list will eat a lot 
of time. What you can do is to locate for the 
other messier that follows on the list which is 
visible at the moment as you wait for the 
clouds to move out. This way, you maximize 
your time spotting the others and go back to 
the missed messier you skipped. Another 
thing to consider is to analyze the blending 
of your eyepieces with your telescope.  
Messier objects have different brightness, 
thus eyepieces will vary as well.  If you are 
using binoculars, it is best to bring along 
additional binoculars that have different 
magnifications since it is impossible to 
replace its eyepieces.  One important 
strategy is how to spot them through your 
equipment.  It is not a problem when the 
messier object is bright, however if it will be 
faint, that will be our concern. One method 
that you can do is star-hopping.  Using a star 
chart, identify a bright star that serves as 
your starting point. Then proceed with 



locating the next stars near it and so on until you 
reach the faint messier object.  Sometimes the 
object is just too dim to be spotted directly when 
observed into the eyepiece.  Such cases require 
an additional technique called 'averted vision'.  
Since the most sensitive part of our eyes are 
situated away from the retina, you do not directly 
look at the faint object.  One  must look at least 8 
to 16 degrees at the side of the object.  Look left 
of the messier object when you are using your 
left eye, and right when using your right eye. If 
one is using binoculars, both eyes must look 
upwards from the object in order to see it. 
 
The final two weeks would be crucial as you have 
to be fit in preparation for the Messier Marathon.  
Eat with a balance diet, get enough sleep, and 
practice doing the marathon yourself so you get 
to foresee the unexpected -- equipment 
adjustments, viewing techniques and timing, to 
name a few. Having learned the strategies of 
observing will now bring one to joining 
the messier marathon. One will need to prepare 
stuffs that will make you comfortable for 
observing like relaxing necessities, 
food, communication devices, and others. 
Everything has to be ready two nights before so 
the last night should be for one to relax. Lastly, 
get ready for the Messier Marathon 2014 and 
hunt down the messier objects! 
 
 
The Astronomical League of the Philippines, 
Inc. would like to thanks  the following 
sponsors for their support and assistance in 
this year’s National Astronomy Week. 
 
Astronomical League of the Philippines 
            President James Kevin Ty 
            ALP Board of Directors, Officers and 

 Members 
National Museum 
            Director Jeremy Barns 
National Museum Planetarium 
            Curator Bel Pabunan 
            National Museum Planetarium Staff 
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RTU students  Val Gerald Garrido, Julie Anne 
Delda & Xyrene Angeles were presented a 
certificate of appreciation and token of 
appreciation from ALP and Cutting Edge 
respectively. 

Group shot 

All images featured in the article are owned 
by Astronomical League of the Philippines. 



Last March 8, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) went to Rajah 
Sulayman Park to host the 7th International 
Sidewalk Astronomers Network (ISAN 7) to 
commemorate the late John Dobson for his 
untiring effort to promote public stargazing  
outreach in urban cities. Members who were 
present were ALP President James Kevin Ty and 
son Kendrick Cole KC Ty, VP Jett Aguilar, 
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan, Secretary 
Christopher Louie Lu with wife Karren and 
daughter Frances, Auditor Edgar Ang, Iah Serna, 
Miguel Cajita with dad Trix and mom Mel ; Edge 
Lat, Justine Garcia, Marlon Monzon, Jason Comi, 
Norman Marigza, Manila Planetarium curator Bel 
Pabunan and staffs Nel Lagda, Liza Quitlong & 
Judy Carla Cruz. They were also joined by some 
astro students from Rizal Technological 
University (RTU) namely Miguel Artificio, Jerome 
Felicidario, Ehmir Cristobal and Klevin Mesia. 
 
They arrive at the site  at around 7:00pm and set 
up their equipment. ALP President James Kevin 
Ty brought along Meade 8" f/10 SCT on Vixen 
GP-DX mount, VP Jett Aguilar with his Celestron 
Nexstar 5 SCT, Secretary Christopher Louie Lu 
with his Celestron Powerseeker 80mm refractor 
with EQ-2 mount, Auditor Edgar Ang with his 
Orion XT6 Dobsonian reflector, Miguel Cajita with 
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his Celestron C130 Newtonian reflector on 
EQ-2 mount, Justine Garcia with her 
Celestron C130 Newtonian reflector on EQ-2 
mount, Norman Marigza with his Celestron 
Travel Scope 70mm on sturdy tripod while 
RTU Astro Soc brought along a Celestron 
Powerseeker 70mm refractor on altazimuth 
mount. 
 
The sky was clear all night and the group let 
more than 600+ people look through their 
telescopes on the Quarter Moon with  full 
disk as well as high power close up crater 
views.  Also observe was the gas giant 
Jupiter from low power views which includes 
the 4 Jovian satellites to high powered  view 
of  the gas giant with the Great Red Spot 
(GRS) visible near central meridian as well 
as Europa occultation event at around 
8:00pm.  
 
They ended their session at around 9:30pm 
with a traditional group shot and some of the 
members proceeded to Aristocrat restaurant 
afterwards to have a late dinner after a 
successful staging of ISAN7. 
 

The old and the young were awed at the beauty 
of the Quarter Moon. 



ALPer Jett Aguilar beside his Celestron Nexstar 5. Planetarium staff Nel Lagda is shown here 
beside the Meade 8" f/10 SCT. 

RTU's Ehmir Cristobal shown here showing the 
kids the Moon thorugh RTU's Celestron 
Powerseeker 70mm refractor. 

ALP ISAN 7 banner is shown here hoisted at the 
event. 

ALPer Edgar Ang beside his Orion XT6 Dobsonian 
reflector. 

Group shot!!! 

All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 



Last March 1, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) proceeded 
Caliraya, Laguna to do some observation and 
imaging under dark skies.  Members who were 
present were ALP President James Kevin Ty, 
wife Charito and son Kendrick Cole KC T, 
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan, directors Mike 
Enage and Arnel Campos, Iah Serna, Sky Wei 
and  Ronald Sison.  
 
They arrive at the site  at around 5:00pm and set 
up their equipment after having dinner. ALP 
President James Kevin Ty brought along his 
modified Canon EOS 1000D DSLR with Canon 
EF100-400mm L lens on Vixen GP-DX mount as 
well as Canon EFS10-22mm wide angle lens on 
Vixen Polarie mount, Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan 
brought along a modest Canon EOS 500D DSLR 
with 18-55mm kit lens mounted on Vixen Polarie 
mount, directors Mike Enage with his modded 
Canon EOS 350D DSLR with TMB 92 refractor 
on Vixen GP-DX mount, Arnel Campos with his 
Explore Scientific 100mm refractor on 
Skywatcher HEQ-5 mount, Sky Wei with his 
Nikon D3100 DSLR with Samyang 8mm Fisheye 
lens on Vixen Polarie mount, Ronald Sison with 
his Nikon D3100 DSLR on William Optics 80ED 
refractor on Skywatcher EQ-5 mount. 
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The sky was clear most of the evening 
except when clouds rolled in around 
10:30pm until1:00am and afterwards it was 
perfectly clear till sunrise! The sky was so 
clear past 2:00am, the entire stretch of Milky 
Way from Crux to Cygnus was visible!!!  
Afterwards, they also image Mercury and 
Venus conjunction before sunrise ! It was a 
very fruitful stargazing session for all of them 
! For ALPer Sky Wei, it was a memorable 
stargazing and imaging session for him 
before he will return to China for good. Bon 
Voyage Sky!!! 

ALPer Sky Wei beside James'  modified 
Canon EOS 1000D DSLR with Canon 
EF100-400mm L lens on Vixen GP-DX 
mount. 



Eta Carina Nebula by Mike Enage Milky Way Crux Region by James Kevin Ty 

M42 Orion Nebula by Arnel Campos Fisheye Shot of Milky Way by Sky Wei 

Venus Mercury Conjunction by James Kevin Ty 

NGC 2024 Horsehead Nebula by Mike Enage 

All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 
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PJA: What technologies are you looking 
at in the future in our quest for planets 
outside our solar system. 

  
Lu: I'd like to see in the near future a probe 
or a satellite that not only detects exoplanets 
but could also difinitively do direct 
experiment so that astronomers and scientist 
could categoracally say "yes, there is life on 
that exoplanet". I'd also like to own a 
telescope that could be easily setup that has 
the capability to detecting exoplanets. So 
that even the community of amateur 
astronomers, such as myself, is capable of 
finding other worlds. 
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Exoplanet-- it's probably man's final frontier. In 
one of those planets out there outside our Sun 
lies the future of the humankind as a planetary 
civilization.  
  
Exoplanet-- this is also a featured theme of the 
Philippine Journal of Astronomy(PJA). The issue 
hinges on the planetary formation model 
particularly those outside our Sun, a revisitation 
of our fundamental understanding of its pedigree 
for life, and an undying quest for a planet that we 
can call our second home.  
 
To this, we interviewed the man who dished out 
Exoplanet talk during the last National Astronomy 
Week 2014, Christopher Louyie Lu.  
 
Here are the transcripts: 
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PJA: What can you say about how extreme 
the different the formation models are in 
some of the exosolar planets from our 
fundamental understanding(e.g, Jupiter like 
planets close to their star, planets formed 
from a pulsar, planets formed at the vicinity of 
a binary star system).  
 
Lu: It is strange and even weird that planets 
could form in such extreme of conditions. Before 
we started looking for other planets orbiting other 
stars, even before we had the technological 
knowhow to look and find exoplanets, we 
assumed that ALL solar systems beyond our own 
would look like ours. We have a middle-aged 
ordinary star, rocky planets closer to the star, gas 
giants farther out and then the comets, asteroids 
and other debris left over from the formation of 
our solar system. All our understanding of solar 
system formation and dynamics gets a sudden 
'reality-check' when the first exoplanet was 
discovered, orbiting a Pulsar. It is further dashed 
when we discovered 51 Peg b, a Jupiter sized 
exoplanet orbiting a Sun-like star. But unlike our 
Jupiter orbiting our Sun at a distance of 5 AU 
taking 12 years to make a full orbit, 51Peg b orbit 
is so close to its parents star it barely grazes the 
stellar surface with an orbital period of just over 4 
days. So we learn more about planet formation 
and based on the current data trend planet 
formation is as diverse as life itself. Perhaps 
even in such extremes life could evolve and 
exist.  
 
PJA: What is the possible implication socially 
and its impact in the science community if the 
time comes that we can find another Earthlike 
planet(same atmosphere, same chemical 
composition, same temperature range, same 
general habitability) within our galaxy.  
 
Lu: I believe finding a Earth-like planet at this 
point is inevitable. In fact, we already have found 
Earth-like planets. But I also believe that 
discovering Earth-like planets wont really get 
other peoples attention. What would really make 
headlines is if we find life in these other planets. 
That would result to a social, philosophical even 
spiritual impact that we could not foresee or 

predict. Now imagine if we find intelligent 
life, I think that would be something that 
humanity could never recover from. That just 
simply tells me that we're not unique... that 
life is not unique in our solar system. The 
inevitability of finding other Earths and 
ultimately intelligent life entails with it the 
inevitability of the gradual diminishing of our 
collective ego. For the science community, 
this will be in one hand, the culmination of 
years of innovation and exploration in 
answering the question "Are we alone in the 
universe?" On the other hand, this will open 
new doors to the possibility of interstellar 
communication, maybe even interstellar 
travel. Which once again will be the start of 
innovation, invention, exploration and 
discovery. So truly, Now is the golden age of 
astronomy.  
 
PJA: And a question from an ordinary 
Juan, "why do we care about exoplanets, 
if we make discoveries, why should I 
care, and what can it possibly contribute 
to my everyday strive.” 
 
Lu: That is the baseline question... as a 
matter of fact and I must agree, its a very 
valid question. But consider the planet 
Venus. Before we sent probes to Venus we 
believed that it was a tropical paradise. That 
one day we would go there, colonize and 
make Venus our second Earth. But then we 
learned that Venus is actually a hot and 
inhospitable place. Through probes sent into 
the Venusian atmosphere we found out 
about 'green-house' gases and its adverse 
effects on Venus itself. We then related 
those effects to our planet, now were talking 
about 'global warming', 'climate change' and 
with it the fear that our future will be like that 
of Venus. So we don't just learn about other 
planets but we ultimately have the power to 
prevent any catastrophic events that could 
happen to our own planet. In the event that 
evacuation of our own planet is required to 
save our species then we have a catalogue 
of nearby planets to transfer to.  
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